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1   2   3  
OV about 18 months old (1); father Franz as young man (2); father with his brother Josef 
and sister Mitzi (3)  
 
 4    5     6    
Father in 1941 (4); father mother and little Otto (5); Wedding of Franz Vogl and 
Leopoldine Scholz (6)  
 
7        8  
Mother about 1943 (7);             Father, Jane and Mother in 1955 (8)    
     
  
  
  
9   10       
Karl Luydererstrasse, Traiskirchen (9): OV birthplace, Luydererstrasse #8, ~2000 (10)
    
11  12  
Artist drawing: Luydererstrasse, mid 1930’s (11); OV with local boys, 1931 (12)  
  
 
 13    14   15  
With brother Leo, ~ 1935 (13);    12 year old (14);           ~15 years old (15)  
      
         
16          17  
        Church St, Nikolaus (16):                         St Margarethen (17), Traiskirchen  
  
 
18     19  
Elementary School, Traiskirchen (18);                First grade, first communion (19)  
  
 
20  21  
First grade in 1934 end of school year (20),   70 years later (21)  
  
  
  
  22        23         
Hauptplatz Traiskirchen ~1760 (22);        Rathaus Traiskirchen ~ 2000 (23)         
  
24   25       
Realgymnasium Baden, ~1945 (24);            With family Simon, Budapest, 1940 (25)  
  
 
26   27  28
In Budaoers, Hungary (26);   With uncle Ferdinand (27)    In 1944 (28)  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 29   30        
Some of the High School graduating class, 1944 (29); In the Mountains 1947 (30)  
       
31           32  
      On Lake Como, 1952 (31);                       On a lake in Carinthia, 1947 (32)  
33   34  
Giesser, Bachmayer and OV, 1947 (33);  Summer Course at BASF 1952 (34)  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 35    36  
Galinovsky Research Group ~1948, (35);   Gruber  Group ~ 1948, (36)  
  
  
37          38  
The Galinovsky Group 1952; Galinovsky (right) (37)     Group with Pippo Bianchetti (38)  
  
 
39      40  
In the laboratory (39)                                       Glass blowing ~1950 (38);  
  
  
                        
  
  41         42  
II. Chemical Institute, Vienna (41);                           Main Building, Univ. of Vienna (42)  
 
 43    44      
Doctoral Degree 1950 (43);                                          A group of friends at a chemistry             
                             meeting in Graz, 1950 (44)  
  
 
45 46
Promotion 1950 (45);                                Vacation in the Mountains ~1951 (46)  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 47    \48  
The last Vogl’s: OV, Cousin Erwin Mack and his son (47); The Glanners (cousins)      in 
Traiskirchen (48)  
  
 
50   49         
Cousin Josef Scholz (49)                         Cousin Paula Scholz-Schneider (50)  
  
  
51         52  
With  Paula Schneider and son  Christian (51)          With Irmtraut and Erwin Mack(52)  
  
  
  
  
  
53  54  
 With my old friend Giuseppe Bianchetti in Milan (53); With friends from High School, Willy 
and Wolfi (~2000) (54)  
  
 
 55  56    
Ernst August Schneider, Administrative Director of the Vienna Opera (55);  
Kurt Bachmayer, Vogl, Helga Roder, Max Poehm, Anton Wagner (56)  
  
 
57      58  
Ronge and Janacek;(57)                                          Joshi Simon and wife (~’85) (58)
  
  
  
 
 59    60  
Soccer In Vienna  ~1952 (59);                  Another game near Vienna, ~1951 (60)
 
 61     62
Arrival in New York Harbor, September 3, 1953 (61); With Struppi at my first ACS 
Meeting in Kansas City, 1954 (62)  
 
63 64  
Soccer at the Univ. of Michigan in Ann Arbor: (63) as player in 1953; (64) as referee, in 
1954   
  
  
  
  
